SLC Teleconference Meeting  
Wednesday, January 28th, 2004, 8:00 PM

PEER Annual Meeting (moderator: mike)
- Registration Complete
- Linda Nelson (lnelson@ucsd.edu) needs to make travel arrangements, such as airfare, ASAP
- Student Poster Session
- Student Session on Day 2
  o Ashford making arrangements for Speaker
  o Prime opportunity for SLC to make announcements:
    ▪ Mike to briefly explain role of SLC
    ▪ Jack and Case can demonstrate the Online SWOT
    ▪ Seismic Competition Chairs can give a talk (even though 99% of the audience will be grad students, it will be good for the PEER community to be aware of this event)
- SLC to have meeting on Day 2, afternoon
- Dinner on day 2 with PEER officials, etc
- Nite on the town (Sat)
- Accommodations for SLC will be provided on Sat nite

Online SWOT (moderators: Jack, Case)
- Prototype Online at: http://www.ecf.caltech.edu/cgi-bin/swot-test
- Seems to work so far! Awesome

Website – (moderator: Case)
- Any suggestions for new material or changes
- Perhaps a new front page with some brief news and explanation of slc, with group picture.

SLC Funds (moderator: mike)
- Financial Update

Other Items (moderator: anyone!)
- Items not listed here

Seismic Design Competition Discussion (moderator: Dawn)
- This portion of the meeting (last agenda item) is for those involved with the comp